
Item Frequency Report 

Master Plan Survey for Students

1. Please select one of the following: 
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Full-time Student     65% 269

Part-time Student     35% 147

Total Responses   416  

2. Did you attend one of the campus master plan meetings/presentations during September?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Yes     8% 33

No     92% 383

Total Responses   416  

3. How many days a week are you typically on campus?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

1     8% 33

2-3     57% 235

4-5     33% 137

6-7    1% 4

Total Responses   409  

4. How do you get to campus?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Drive     92% 380

Carpool     4% 18

Bus    1% 3

Walk     2% 8

Bicycle    0% 2

Other    0% 2

Total Responses   413  

5. How many times do you leave and return to campus on a typical day?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

0     39% 163

1     40% 165

2     19% 77

3     2% 8

Total Responses   413  

6. For what reasons other than initial arrival and end-of-day departure do you leave and return to 
campus on a typical day?

Response 
Percent

Response 
Total



Lunch/Dinner     39% 152

Local errands     13% 50

Evening classes     15% 57

Other     33% 130

Total Responses   389  

7. Are there other college campuses that you have visited that you found particularly memorable?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Yes     46% 188

No     54% 224

Total Responses   412  

12. What is your opinion of the number of outdoor gathering or activity spaces now on campus?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Too many    1% 2

Not enough     43% 150

Just right     57% 199

Total Responses   351  

13. What is your opinion of the current types of outdoor spaces available for staff and students?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Good mix or variety     64% 225

Need different types     35% 122

Too many options    1% 5

Total Responses   352  

15. Are there activities or events that you think could/should be available on campus but there is 
currently no space, location or facility for?

Response 
Percent

Response 
Total

Yes     27% 95

No     73% 258

Total Responses   353  

17. Is there a parking problem on campus now?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Yes     40% 119

No     60% 175

Total Responses   294  

19. Are there usually spaces further out than where you park?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total

Yes     77% 226

No     23% 68

Total Responses   294  

20. Under typical conditions, how far are you willing to walk?
Response 

Percent
Response 

Total



100yds/1 minute     21% 62

200 yds/2 minutes     58% 173

1/4 mile/5 minutes     21% 61

Total Responses   296  

8. Please explain why these campuses were memorable.

1. they went above and beyond to have a beautiful campus

2. staff

3. interesting collection of different nationalities

4. clean, nicely landscaped, large parking areas, friendly staff, easy to get from one area to the next

5. quiet, and good for study

6. I live in Norman, so visiting OU campus is always a fun experience.

7. because OU has fancy buildings

8. Cleanliness, beauty, organization, ease of finding destinations.

9. The campus was really beautiful.

10. their staff and students were very friendly and helpful and their campus and dormitories were beautiful

11. My cousin's anniversary was at SWOSU.

12. all the surrounding buildings

13. Ease of finding locations

14. The buildings and it's surroundings were beautiful

15. Landscaping, architecture, organization, student participation

16. FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE, AND ALOT OF SCHOOL SPIRIT

17. outdoor atmosphere

18. Very welcoming

19. Awesome student union and wellness center

20. These campuses had amazing spaces carved out for their students to study or socialize.

21. The landscaping was amazing.

22. OSU OKC was allot newer and less busy.

23. beautiful

24. they were large is size 

25. The people were friendly and approachable

26. good instalations, and easy systems to handle.

27. because of the students

28. the architecture was astounding

29. The staff was very helpful

30. very helpful

31. ou because it's so big and rose because it's not as clean

32. They were really pretty on the outside.



33. the faculty and students were so nice and everyone was helpful.

34. because of it structures and level of educational equipment

35. landscaping, areas for students to safely study and relax outside, confidence in security

36. It is at UCO and I plan to attend there after I graduate from OCCC.

37. Larger campus - I.E. OU

38. Big off all the stuff they offered and they were just very large campuses.

39. A brief insight of a 4 year university would look like both money and campus wise, very different from highschool, own 
cadaver lab

40. It was the OU campus.

41. too long of a walk to class

42. some of the education programs, food court choices, and work out facilities. 

43. i just liked the University of New Mexico

44. peaceful, serene study areas

45. they were very big and had alot to do

46. USAO is a live-in campus. Very clean, felt safe.

47. because they were very nice and sophisticated

48. they loooked nice and clean.

49. the landscaping 

50. Their Fiancial Aid knew what they were doing and helped the students more than OCCC

51. Facilities, new technology

52. They were have plenty of oppertunitys

53. beautiful campus, buildings, easy to get around

54. Because they were huge!

55. Well maintained and lively

56. they were memorable because they had lots of famous statues of people that reflected the great things they did in the 
past for their campuses.

57. quiet. pretty

58. OSU has a beautiful campus

59. the caffeteria for instance is well organize and have two differents restaurant

60. It had veryclean & beautiful landscaping.

61. They had a family like atmosphere that really made me feel like the people there cared.

62. aesthetics

63. The diversity I got to see was really great.

64. Just they way the outside looked and how big they were.

65. I visited a campus where the buildings looked like old english style buildings

66. It was very big and well kept.

67. scenery

68. It was a very big campus and the dorms were very nice.



69. Just the atmosphere that the college provided

70. big

71. easy excess and later hours.

72. Landscaping, building layout

73. OCU CAMPUS HAS A LOT OF ORGANIZATIONS AN FRATERNITY AN SORORITY GROUPS THAT 
PERFORMED FOR US. THERE SCHOOL WAS VERY SPIRITED!

74. they were beautiful campuses, and the students and faculty were very helpful.

75. larger campus

76. the architecture and the landscape were really pretty

77. The history behind the campuses

78. friendly aministraters,clean environment, and nice grass

79. The people and structures

80. The uniqueness of the set up and it's old buildings

81. The landscaping and atmosphere

82. Was Not OCCC

83. Campus and Landscape Design

84. The facilities they have

85. UCO has a "lake" in the center of campus and it is a great relaxation area.

86. I loved the look of the old buildings at OU. I love the trees everywhere, and just the environment in general. 

87. more scholarship and grants available to all students

88. Looked pristine and professional

89. like a family environment

90. Huge Campus

91. the atmosphere seemed more like a college to me. OCCC is more like my high school. it wasnt much change.

92. UCO, I like the pond they have there

93. Ease of use.

94. it was very big and beautiful

95. OU has a lot of older buildings and the grounds are very well kept

96. atmosphere

97. This campuses were memorable because it encourage me to try my best, and transfer in the future.

98. OU was such a big school.

99. They had a football team

100. The student life like OU all the gorgeous buildings and stuff

101. because i met my girlfriend here.

102. ou because it was so big

103. Great Park-like settings, places to sit/study

104. beautiful campus

105. The campus have variety of places where the students could hang out or study.



106. My parents worked there

107. Mainly the historical value of them

108. good teachers and friends

109. absolutely gorgeous

110. people are really nice

111. I love the history that was there

112. They had a strong campus tradition and it showed everywhere that I went on campus.

113. the scenery and experience

114. The size of other colleges make them feel more real

115. architecture.

116. They were well kept and gave the essence of "college life"

117. because the were very friendly and helpful

118. good atmosphere

119. stylish, big

120. They were just different than OCCC.

121. The buildings

122. The buildings are inviting and the people are very polite.

123. There were a great deal more botanical beautification

124. Well the only reason I consider other campuses more memorable is the prestige and history that some campuses 
protray when I visted them. 

125. they have many places to study out of doors.

126. They were beautifully land scaped and the architecture 

127. they just caught my eyes. OSU and OU campuses were beautiful

128. atmmosphere

129. The parking lots is not far from the class rooms

130. here, really liked it here.

131. Beautiful Campus

132. The campus was amazing.

133. Study friendly

134. just remembering the first day of school

135. Atmosphere of people and Classes.

136. layout, parking, amount of students

137. because those were my first semester

138. Atmosphere

139. The atmosphere.

140. neat architecheture and outdoor landscaping

141. God time chatting about college life

142. it has a lot of beautiful trees around esp on fall. it looks so great.



143. I enjoyed looking at the art

144. they are big in size

145. The people were extremely welcoming and the campus grounds were pretty.

146. They were very clean and the people there were very welcoming! 

147. I did not like the osu campus

148. Because They made me feel like a person, not a number

149. Had a lot of family activities and night courses

9. What do you consider to be the heart of the OCCC campus today?

1. the sitting areas by the stairs and starbucks

2. Everybody goes out of their way to help the students

3. teacher

4. Don't know really, I never explore campus...I just attend classes and leave.

5. library

6. the main building

7. library

8. EMS and Nursing programs

9. The main building.

10. library/technology center

11. that cafe in the main building

12. easy to find and frindly

13. The coffee shop in the main building

14. Free Wireless Internet in Campus

15. The people, staff, professors.

16. Library

17. students

18. Labs

19. The teacher student involvement.

20. The atmosphere

21. THE LIBRARY

22. the faculty and students

23. The library

24. Cafe

25. the main building 

26. Labs

27. The main building

28. math lab

29. money



30. The library

31. the main building

32. It's faculty of course.

33. Professors

34. lobby

35. library

36. main building

37. THE COFFEE SHOP

38. The main building

39. teachers and staff

40. teachers and staff

41. The Library

42. quality of school

43. The people are the heart of the campus

44. Starbucks

45. Library

46. Today I believe the heart of the OCCC campus is definitly the Starbucks.

47. The Main building.

48. The Main building and all the different activites

49. library

50. the way everybody has a positive attitude and friendly

51. Still trying to figure that out

52. The maing building has all kinds of things for students and people is extra nice with everyone.

53. the staff that keep it running

54. the library

55. the main building

56. the library

57. the library

58. students

59. mainfloor coffee shop area

60. i would consider to be the heart of the campus would be the students there.

61. the teachers

62. affordable tuition

63. math lab assistants

64. The labs

65. coffee shop sitting area and library

66. The community and ability to walk everywhere on campus and run into someone you know.

67. MB



68. How much the faculty cares

69. The Coffee shop area.

70. Staff

71. The students.

72. computer labs

73. The Library

74. The library

75. teachers

76. the professors

77. The Main Buildidng

78. The library

79. The main building

80. Where the stairs are?

81. Main Building

82. the students, most of them want to be there

83. The Faculty

84. Commons

85. the students

86. the faculty

87. Anywhere there are computers for students to use.....

88. The caring teachers 

89. labs (math,account,comm,etc)

90. coffee shop

91. labs

92. the swimming facility

93. labs

94. labs

95. labs

96. the coffee shop 

97. The Library

98. technology

99. the friendly environment and the helpful professors

100. ?

101. the goodwill of the staff.

102. main building around starbucks

103. really, nothing, OCCC is money hungery, the professors dont teach, we the students pay the professors to teach, when 
we are teaching ourselves what is the point.

104. 1st Floor Main Bldg



105. The faculty,staff, and tutors

106. college union

107. The Diversity and Friendships

108. teachers

109. teachers

110. The main building/entrance area. There are always people there!

111. Adult students

112. the main building

113. Arts

114. It is the centennial mosaic dedication.

115. The new arts and humanities building

116. All the labs that are offered

117. The students and teachers

118. I don't really know... This is my first semester and I don't know much about it

119. sports, caffeteria, but mainly cafeteria

120. the students

121. student union

122. library

123. The Main Building

124. Starbucks and vicinity

125. The faculty and students definitely.

126. student union and/or coffee hut

127. awesome education

128. The professors.

129. Fountain area

130. main building 

131. the library

132. Everyone

133. the nursing program

134. I take online classes and Have never been anywhere but the main lobby area.

135. The bookstore

136. The main center where the bookstore and admissions area is. 

137. not sure

138. The fountain

139. Library

140. nursing program :)

141. I consider the library to be the heart of the OCCC campus

142. education



143. The great faculty and staff.

144. Union

145. faculty

146. The students

147. teachers

148. The coffee shop.

149. Main Bldg. and Library

150. the people

151. the price of classes

152. The library and main building

153. Caferia

154. the library

155. Instructors

156. The Communications Lab

157. PROBAABLY ALL THE LABS YOU CAN GO TO FOR HELP, ESPECIALLY THE MATH LAB.

158. The coffee shop because of how many people will hang out and meet there.

159. The Faculity

160. my chemistry classroom

161. Main Building

162. the fountain by the library

163. The wonderful faculty

164. Library

165. the students are the heart of occc

166. The students

167. Communication lab & library.

168. The Library

169. Easy Classes

170. The Coffee Shop Leisure Area

171. The good teachers

172. The lobby in the main building.

173. The relationship between the staff and students.

174. The enrollement area, or the library. 

175. The flexible class schedules

176. The information Center

177. The Library

178. THE teachers

179. Main Building

180. main building 



181. the enviroment

182. Center for World Languages and Cultures

183. Coffee Shop

184. the students

185. the people

186. The Mural 

187. Coffee Shop

188. The labs where you can get alot of help.

189. the area between the library and the main building

190. Main Building

191. the library

192. college union

193. The computer lab/library

194. The nursing program

195. convience

196. n/a

197. All the helpful services

198. the people

199. I think the teachers because they care about your carrer and your future, they also help you alot.

200. The main building

201. the fountain in the main building

202. I'm not sure, because I'm new and I don't know much.

203. Student Union

204. main cmpus

205. THE STUDENT SERVICES

206. The coffee shop

207. Its staff

208. student services

209. the multi-culture

210. location

211. student union

212. library

213. The students and staff

214. The main building

215. The main building

216. librairy

217. the coffee shop

218. Faculty and students



219. The main building

220. I love the fountain in front of the Library

221. Main building areas/ library

222. The Libary

223. good behavior

224. student life

225. The people that work there are great friendly and helpful.

226. The Library

227. library

228. Library

229. the willingness to help with success

230. The willingness to help in success

231. The willingness to help with success

232. The willingness to help with success

233. coffee shop area

234. The Professors, or most of them

235. The library clock

236. The Library

237. I do not know

238. the organizations

239. Union

240. Star Bucks

241. the small classes

242. the coffee area

243. Coffe Shop

244. the library

245. The coffee shop

246. students

247. helping the students graduate

248. Around the 

249. coffee shop

250. The Teachers and Class Mates

251. The film and video department

252. admissions

253. the main building

254. The teaching staff

255. I consider the Nursing Center to be the heart of the Campus!



256. the study area in the front lobby, under the umbrellas

257. the garden

258. library

259. I would say the college union or the coffee shop for a place to study or talk with friends. 

260. students

261. the union

262. the coffee shop

263. Main Building

264. Since returning to school this year after an eight year layoff I believe that the heart of OCCC is the staff. They were 
awesome and continue to exceed my expectation of customer service. 

265. The frindly professors

266. life learning skills

267. the main building

268. The commons area around the coffee shop.

269. the library-the new buildings are very very nice

270. library

271. The lobby, by the coffee shop were the student sit

272. education

273. the students attending

274. professor being interested in your success

275. main bldg

276. the coffee shop area with the tables with the umbrellas

277. center

278. main entry lobby between pond and stairs

279. main building or library

280. The library

281. Around the coffee shop

282. communications lab

283. Library

284. Students

285. The hands on teaching

286. The Water fountain 

287. Value

288. The Library

289. cheap tuition and excellent professors

290. The student union

291. teachers

292. coffee shop



293. Fountain

294. The Starbucks cafe and lawn chairs.

295. College Union

296. the college union

297. not sure on this one..

298. faculty

299. i am glad that i am a part of it.

300. the help you receive

301. The Dining Area

302. In the main building by the coffee shop

303. The students and staff.

304. Medicine

305. library

306. The coffee shop

307. the library 

308. The cafeteria

309. i think it's the library

310. The nice area around the Starbucks Cafe.

311. Im not really sure

312. the main building

313. The main building.

314. The students

315. science lab

316. The students and the community around the great campus of OCCC

317. The library.

318. the diversity 

319. the science center

320. the library

321. The Coffee Shop

322. library

323. how helpfull everyone is

324. Library

325. main building

326. the staff 

327. The Union

328. convenience, and the way they work with working students

10. What would you show visitors?



1. I can't think of anything specifically, maybe the different floors on the library

2. I would show everybody all the labs we have that are free

3. new campus

4. Library

5. library

6. aquatic center, main building

7. library

8. New EMS building, Library, the Main building.

9. The location of all my classes.

10. recreational facilities

11. science labs, the pool

12. tbh food court 

13. The Library

14. Wellness Center, sport club

15. The main areas like the advising center.

16. pool/rec room

17. the store

18. Labs and Library

19. All the floors and the library.

20. The library

21. THE LIBRARY HEALTH BUILDING

22. the library and the pool and gym and the programs OCCC has

23. The science lab

24. The different floors of the campus

25. the main building

26. Labs, Library

27. the pond out front with geese

28. computer lab

29. nothing

30. how everything is really close together

31. the courtyard, the art facilities

32. Science lab.

33. The whole campus

34. gym

35. health labs

36. everything

37. I WOULD WALK THEM INTO THE CLASSROOM S AND SOME OF THE LABS JUST TO SHOW THEM 
HOW WELL WE AS STUDENTS ARE TAKEN CARE OF AND ASSISTED AS NEEDED



38. The fitness areas

39. the clock tower

40. clock tower

41. The library

42. all the accessable tutors 

43. The main building

44. the clean bathrooms

45. New buildings

46. If I brought visitors in I would show them the work out facilities, the library, the Starbucks, the Union and give them 
tours of the halls.

47. The library and main building

48. The coffee shop and the library

49. main building

50. the library

51. Not sure

52. Installations, the library, the pool, some classrooms.

53. class rooms

54. the courtyard with the murals and the pond

55. the math lab

56. gym, library, math lab.

57. the library,math lab,gym

58. the pool

59. Places i like to go and study.

60. the different labs we have

61. art department

62. new labs

63. math lab

64. The labs or the library

65. mosaic walls

66. The Starbucks/ main building area, the garden in the middle of the school, and the math area.

67. The new Nursing Wing

68. an active classroom

69. Coffee Shop area as it is so lively.

70. Im not sure

71. The entire school so that way the get a feel of everything.

72. labs and cafe

73. the aquadic

74. The science lab



75. campus

76. the library

77. The Whole Main Building

78. The library

79. The new nursing facility

80. The library, coffee shop

81. Bookstore

82. Our cafe area with starbucks, how close everything is to each other

83. Aquatic Center

84. Library and Landscape

85. The TRiO office and any place of the visitors interest.

86. The Union....

87. the whole campus

88. library,labs

89. gym, pool

90. labs,library

91. the swimming pool

92. library

93. library

94. labs, library

95. how much help yu can get from various areas on campus

96. Library, Union

97. quiet study areas

98. everything

99. the arts and humanities building

100. all the labs and the library.

101. the main building and/or library

102. nothing

103. Main Bldg, Library

104. The main buliding and the many quiet corners used for study

105. the coffe shop and library

106. How people get along with each!

107. the gym

108. how personal the classes are

109. The library, book store and main entrance area.

110. The different courses and programs OCCC offers.

111. the library

112. The new art center



113. The pictures of the centennial mosaic dedication.

114. The new sound stage in the Arts and Humanities building

115. The nursing area

116. The campus offers.

117. I would try to show how convenient and easy it is to navigate campus

118. facilities like Engeneering lab, science lab, cafeteria, and gynasium

119. All of the campus, students and faculty

120. pool, new buildings,library

121. How all classes are in one main building

122. computer lab

123. The clock tower at the library

124. Aquatic and Wellness Center

125. I would have students sit in on a class. That is how people should see how the OCCC professors and students interact.

126. math lab, comm lab, science center, student union, bookstore, library

127. the swimming facility

128. library

129. The facilities/library.

130. See #9

131. computler lab

132. bookstore, coffee shop

133. How the classes are easy and how teachers do what they can for students to understand the subject.

134. the aquatic center

135. I take online classes and Have never been anywhere but the main lobby area.

136. The new Health Professions Building

137. Library and pool.

138. library, eating area

139. The new paramedic program building where i spend all my time at.

140. Library

141. dan the man stimulator

142. I would show visitors the swimming pool

143. swimming facility

144. The library & the main building

145. Wellness Center

146. everything

147. I would show them the campus and then where students hang out.

148. school

149. The coffee shop and cafeteria area. Then the library.

150. # 9.



151. the coffee shop

152. cafeteria and assistance labs

153. the library

154. the wellness center, library

155. TRIO student suporrt system

156. the whole campus

157. Finantial aid

158. all the main building

159. I WOULD SHOW THEM THE MATH AND COM LAB.

160. The Bookstore, College Union, and the various college offices

161. The library

162. Main Building, Library/Computer Lab, new health building

163. the pond

164. The library, the aquatic center, and the engineering lab when it is re-built

165. Library

166. the art through-out the school 

167. The whole campus

168. Everything/ library

169. The Library

170. The Exit

171. that area, the library, the recreation area and surrounding study areas and outdoor seating areas. 

172. Library

173. The new health science building.

174. The entire campus!

175. Aquatics area. 

176. Communications lab & Library

177. Library

178. The Library

179. our world class labs

180. Library, Main building, cafeteria

181. main building 

182. our class room

183. The student life center

184. Library

185. the coffee shop and the library

186. classes

187. TheFountain 

188. Science Center



189. All the different labs where you're able to get help.

190. the fountains and court yard

191. the library

192. The new EMS facilities

193. The CDCLS

194. the apple lab

195. The library

196. no

197. where all the essentials of enrooling are.

198. Everything

199. the wellness center, and the aquatic area

200. I would show visitors the campus outside and inside, 

201. everywhere including the gym

202. our awesome restaraunt, we have good food.

203. I'm not sure, because I'm new and I don't know much.

204. the library

205. the CDC 

206. THE HELPFUL STAFF

207. The Aquatics center

208. The main area and the advisment area

209. the library

210. the courses and classes.

211. the pool

212. pool

213. library

214. The buildings

215. All of it

216. The library, the swimming pool area

217. library

218. the library

219. Library, labs, pool

220. The math lab

221. Where my classes are and the new art building!!

222. library

223. The pool, libary, the whole campus

224. summing pool 

225. campus



226. The nursing department

227. The Library

228. library

229. starbucks

230. library

231. The Starbucks Cafe :)

232. The Starbucks Cafe :)

233. The Starbucks Cafe :)

234. The Starbucks Cafe :)

235. the pool

236. The aqautics Area

237. The pool

238. The main building

239. I do not know

240. yeah

241. All of the labs

242. Science Center

243. yes

244. the swimming pool 

245. Swimming pool

246. the new art building being built

247. coffee shop and outside campus

248. everything

249. all the test centers and the free gym and pool

250. yes

251. world language center

252. The campus grounds

253. the film building

254. how small and personal classrooms are

255. the wellness center

256. the whole school

257. OCCC's library.

258. new healt center

259. all of the labs (communications, math, science, etc.)

260. the art covered walls

261. library

262. I would show them the library and definately all the labs there are to help students with work. 

263. ambulance



264. the union the the bookstore 

265. the new building

266. The Theater,Cafetaria, Aquatics center, Computer center

267. The library area.

268. The Library

269. community learning

270. the nice buildings and the library

271. I'm not sure.

272. the new health care buildings

273. n/a

274. The library including the student center and student computers

275. the aquatic center

276. the fitness and swimming areas and the library

277. various resources

278. math lab, engineering lab when done

279. everything

280. bathroom

281. view from second floor (main building)

282. the cafe

283. The library

284. different atrractions that make the campus unique, like the area where the painted buffalo is

285. the pool.

286. Library

287. The Gym

288. The pool

289. The bookstore

290. Ease of registering

291. Aquatics Center

292. tuition price

293. the book store

294. the pool

295. pool

296. Fountain

297. The size of the facility. Places such as the Cafe, the Labs for classes, such as accounting and math. I would also show 
visitors the Library. I belive the Library to be one of the most over looked places on campus. 

298. The Library

299. the whole campus

300. bookstore, testing center, new arts and humanities office



301. everything

302. the programs offered by the college and its buildings

303. the weight room, pool

304. The Main Building

305. I really don't know

306. The cafe because it's always alive with student life.

307. Campus, Coffee Shop and Cafeteria

308. the waterfall outside the library

309. The new AH building, the courtyard with the mosaic murals.

310. the gym 

311. A pattern of help to student can learn in OCCC

312. it' s the library. it's convienent to study a lot of computer to use for everyone that needed it.

313. The cafeteria, theatre, Starbucks, Comm Lab, Math Lab, and our Library.

314. Just all around the campus

315. the gym

316. The new buildings that have been built and all of the different labs that are available to them.

317. The main building where all the students hang out!

318. the scool labs

319. How OCCC in one of the premire schools in America

320. The main building.

321. where i normaly am

322. the library

323. how the class rooms are so easy to find and how nice the whole school is 

324. The Library

325. how everything is so well put together and easy to find

326. the library

327. necessities

328. Child Development Center

329. starbucks/ pool

330. the pool 

331. Library

332. the coffee shop

11. Where would you have your pictures taken with friends and family?

1. infront of the fountain, but it's kinda groddy most of the time

2. the fountain, the lobby, the coffee shop, and the library

3. the clock tower 

4. In front of the water thing by the library



5. Water fountain area in front of school

6. the fountain

7. by the pond or statues

8. library

9. In the new EMS building where the ambulance is.

10. The fountain in front of the main building.

11. around the front intrance 

12. no where in particular... somewhere you could clearly tell it's OCCC, maybe?

13. libary 

14. The fountain by the library

15. The back entrance of the library with the clock

16. Outside by that really cool wall thing

17. fountain area

18. by the stairs in the main lobby

19. Library

20. In front of the waterfall.

21. By the outdoor fountain by the library

22. OUTSIDE LIBRARY

23. in front of the fountain or the library

24. by the pyramid fountain

25. In front of the main building.

26. in the open area between the library and main building

27. Library

28. same place

29. Lobby area

30. the fountain outside

31. the fountain

32. the fountain outside the library

33. By the pond or the science lab.

34. by the library

35. lobby

36. fountain

37. by the waterfall

38. BY THE STARY NIGHT BULL

39. In front of the main doors

40. in front of the clock tower

41. in front of the clock tower

42. In front of the fountain and pond



43. in front of the library

44. by the fountains outside

45. Outside by the fountain

46. I would have my pictures taken in the Starbucks or infront of the school.

47. The main building by the water pond.

48. In front of the pond or the library fountain

49. park

50. probably the fountain in front of the library

51. Not sure

52. Library, Main Building, and just outside of the Main building close to the fountain.

53. the pyramid fountain

54. probaly near the pond with the school in the background

55. in the lobby of the main building

56. out side of the library

57. at the library

58. the fountain

59. by the painted wall outside.

60. by the fountain

61. main building

62. sprinkler water

63. The fountain in front of the library

64. mosaic walls

65. The garden area.

66. GDA

67. by the fountain

68. Anywhere and Everywhere on the campus.

69. Outside in between the Library and the main building next to the water fountain.

70. In front of the foutain.

71. water fountain

72. right in front of the campus

73. In front of the president office

74. the pyramid thing

75. in front of the pyramid fountain

76. The water fountain by the library

77. Waterfall

78. by the outdoor fountain on the corner of 74th and May

79. outside

80. In front of libary



81. by the fountain next to the main entry

82. By the fountain in the inside and outside. 

83. Landscaping

84. the garden inside the main building near Dr. Paden's office.

85. many locations.....By the water with the background, The campus.....

86. the coffee shop

87. waterfall or starbucks cafe

88. in the front

89. starbucks cafe

90. by the fountain in front of the library

91. starb cafe

92. starb cafe

93. starb cafe

94. by the library

95. Library

96. in front of library/by water fountain

97. by the waterfall outside

98. the theater

99. in front of the water fountain.

100. by the fountain

101. no where

102. N/A

103. In front of the fountain or in front of the Buffalo

104. the fountain by the library

105. IDK....studio

106. the court yard by the main building

107. no where

108. in the main building 

109. Outside the library or main entrance, or inside in the main buliding.

110. On campus? I guess, either by the pond or in front of the library.

111. the fountain in front of the library

112. Fountain/Library grounds

113. In the garden , in front the plaza, in front of a statue.

114. by the pond

115. By the library

116. At some photo shop

117. Fountain between Main Building and Library

118. may be out side by the pyramid 



119. Fountain at library

120. maybe by lake out front

121. Outside by the fountains

122. in front of fountain between library and main building

123. The Clock Tower at the library

124. by the giant pond

125. There are many areas, especially the fountain.

126. In front of something that said OCCC

127. the fountain next to the library entrance

128. fountian between main building and library

129. Outside near the library fountain.

130. See #9

131. do not no

132. outside by fountain

133. By the library

134. by the pond

135. I take online classes and Have never been anywhere but the main lobby area.

136. The New health Professions Building

137. Pyramid water fountain outside of library

138. in front of the main entrance

139. the pond and fountain.

140. Fountain in front of the Library

141. nursing lab

142. around the fountain outside

143. fountain next to the library entrance

144. in front of the fountain 

145. Lanscaping

146. by the fountain

147. In the front courtyard

148. coffee shop

149. By the fountain next to the library in the back ground.

150. in front of the information desk- main bldg.

151. out side the lybrary founton

152. by the water pyramid

153. fountain

154. by the fountain, by the library

155. Will Roger Park



156. by the pool

157. The Library outside clock

158. The Pyramid

159. SOMEWHERE BY THE COFFEE SHOP

160. The Coffee Shop or the College Union

161. In the front building

162. the fountain in front of the library

163. At pond

164. by the pond with the school in the background

165. by the fountain outside the library

166. outside near to the water

167. by the water tunnel in front of the library

168. The water foutain

169. pond

170. By the fountain

171. Bathroom

172. The Courtyard, outside of the Library, or some other nicely landscaped area or in front of the school in general.

173. Outside 

174. Just inside Entry 24 by the fish aquarium.

175. Infront of the main building, or in one of the outdoor gathering places.

176. Outside. 

177. Outside in the courtyard by the library

178. by the library

179. the library or fountain

180. By the fountain

181. main building 

182. by the waterfall

183. In wellness center

184. in front of water fountain

185. in front of the triangle fountian

186. by the water fountain outside the library

187. Everywhere

188. The fountain by the Library

189. In the front of the school. 

190. between the library and the main building

191. By the Vincent Van Gogh Bull in the main building

192. in front outside

193. In front of the OCCC snowflake



194. By the ponds

195. in front of the fountain

196. jc penny

197. By the pond and sign.

198. Everywhere

199. by the fountain outside

200. Arts And Humanities

201. in front of the main entrance or by the water fountain by the caft.

202. in the front entrance by the fountains and pretty landscaping

203. I'm not sure, because I'm new and I don't know much.

204. the water fountain in front of the main bldg

205. by the water fall

206. ?

207. The theatre

208. Main hall

209. in front of the fountain

210. in the swimming pool area.

211. outside

212. fountain

213. in front of school

214. In front of main building

215. outside of the library

216. main fountain

217. courtyard

218. Not sure, but it would be outside with the pretty landscaping.

219. Anywhere with appropate light

220. The fountain, pond...

221. don't know

222. By the pond

223. near by fountain

224. in front of the library by the fountain, by the cofee shop

225. By the stairs

226. In front of the clock

227. library

228. water fall

229. fountain in front of library

230. By the waterfall fountain outside the library

231. The waterfall outside of the library



232. The waterfall outside of the library

233. By the waterfall outside of the library

234. the bull in the very front of the main building

235. The bull in the main building

236. the courtyard between the main building and library

237. I'm not sure

238. Outside by the library

239. in front of the fountain

240. In front of the fountain outside the lib. 

241. Star Bucks

242. flower garden

243. at the fountain

244. In front of the fountain

245. in front of the library by the fountain

246. outside in front of the library by the water fountain.

247. outside somewhere

248. anywhere and everywhere 

249. in front of fountain

250. court yard

251. library & pyramid

252. OCCC

253. the film building

254. in front of the water fountian

255. ?

256. The fountain 

257. The fountain in front of the Main Building

258. infront of the big OCCC sign

259. in the indoor garden

260. library and math lab

261. Outside by the fountain or in the front of the main building where the buffalo and plants are. 

262. the ambulance

263. in the area in front of the libary

264. outside the main building

265. By the pond

266. by the OCCC sign on may ave. 

267. main entrence

268. near the front door

269. outside the main entrance 



270. by the fountain or somewhere outside.

271. outside the library

272. n/a

273. the indoor pond

274. in front of the fountain

275. anywhere on campus

276. at the fountain in the front of the building

277. bathroom

278. garden by the entry 1

279. by the fountain outside

280. the lake side

281. Next to the pyramid water fountain

282. by the water fountain

283. fountain outside the library

284. The Union

285. Between the library and the main building

286. The water fountain

287. Fountain in front of library

288. By the fountain in front of the cafeteria.

289. in front of the outdoor fountain

290. by the fountain

291. outside in front of the main building

292. fountain

293. Fountain

294. In front of the pyramid fountain.

295. Fountain outside the library

296. outside by the fountain,main entrance

297. in the main lobby

298. in the union

299. infront of the main building

300. at the library 

301. By the fountain in front of the Library

302. By the library

303. The fountain.

304. I'm not sure.

305. the waterfall outside the library

306. By the fountain in front of the library.



307. outside library around the fountain 

308. In main fron

309. in front of the library. either "news" sides work

310. In front of the library, in the grass, next to the trees.

311. At the very front entrance

312. infront of the pond

313. Probably out by the fountain in front of the library.

314. By the cafe.

315. the fountain

316. At Wal-Mart

317. In courtyard area.

318. right in front of the library 

319. main area around the library

320. vickers

321. The fountain in front of library

322. in front of the library by the trees and benchs

323. the library

324. outside

325. By the sign at the entrance

326. infront of the fountain at main entrance by library

327. the fountain outside 

328. Out front by the fountains

329. at my graduation

14. Are there any changes you would make to the outdoor spaces on campus?

1. move the smoking areas away from the doors

2. no, I think the outside is okay. Maybe we need a playground with swings

3. no

4. I would like to see more semi-enclosed spaces outside.

5. Do something with parking during events like arts festival!

6. none, they are fine. 

7. no

8. we should have more sport area

9. move covered gathering spots for outdoor meetings or chatting between classes

10. Increase lawn and talbes not just for the smokers. 

11. No.

12. i'd put in something to sit outside and avoid getting wet when it's raining... don't think i've seen anything like that

13. parking



14. No

15. None

16. None.

17. not at this time

18. no

19. Continue the smoking areas, Yeah!

20. No

21. no

22. NO SMOKING ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

23. none at all

24. More benches to sit on, shade trees

25. no

26. no

27. More gathering/classrooms outside

28. no

29. make smokers have to smoke further from the building 

30. nope

31. More grass and trees

32. More handicap parking

33. No smoking

34. big play field

35. NO

36. More parking areas

37. no not really

38. no not really

39. More trees and seating

40. outdoor pavilion

41. No

42. no

43. More space

44. I would add more a few more cigarette dispensers around and I would add a few more benches.

45. No

46. It is kinda running out, but it is not bad.

47. no

48. not so many smoking areas, they are too close to the door

49. no

50. smoking area needs to be out the way to the library

51. No



52. no

53. no

54. nah

55. more tables

56. no

57. nope

58. less smoking areas

59. need more buildings

60. None

61. open parking like other universities after 5, more landscaping that allows more than just visual but areas for students to 
enjoy

62. no

63. Larger and quieter areas

64. no

65. No, Unless someone comes up with outstanding idea.

66. No

67. More benches to sit on.

68. more tables to work on

69. no

70. perhaps ondoor campus

71. none

72. expand the parking lot

73. no

74. More parking

75. make them tobacco free

76. No.

77. More sitting space, possibaly picknick tables

78. None

79. No, I think they are just right.

80. Covered smoking

81. More shady and sit down areas. Also some type of covered area for rainy weather that would lead to nuilding from 
atleast one parking lot.

82. More flowers......and trees....for the environment

83. no

84. PARKING availability

85. create more private remote areas

86. parking

87. its pretty, but there is always room for improvement



88. parking

89. parking

90. parking

91. more parking

92. More seating near or in a landscaped setting. Covered outdoor seating. Outdoor benches need backs.

93. more seating

94. i would have a lot more plant life and more comfortable seating

95. an outdoor smoking area that somewhat blocks the wind and has a roof for when it is raining

96. no

97. more covered breezeways-tables maybe

98. They need to stop spending useless money and put it towards our cost of school, lower the books cost, lower the 
tution.

99. More Covered Outdoor areas

100. no

101. 50%

102. Make more open places

103. no

104. several eating areas w/tables, benches to study outside

105. no

106. Yes. There should be a food or drink source of some type outdoors during good weather, and maybe even a sports 
area.

107. More benches, add gazebos

108. no

109. No

110. No, because they look good to me

111. Outdoor area to eat and drink coffee

112. No

113. None

114. More maybe

115. parking space and sports field 

116. NO

117. make more seating with benches and tables

118. No

119. more seating areas

120. No.

121. more parking spots

122. More seating/tables.

123. There seems to only be, mainly, picnic tables. Brookhaven college in Farmers Branch, TX did a good job, I think. A 
much nicer and more elaborate setup would be nice. 



124. smoking settes under something because it does rain you no

125. more gazebos and areas to sit, picnic tables

126. A little

127. no

128. I take online classes and Have never been anywhere but the main lobby area.

129. no

130. no

131. no

132. more landscape. such as trees and picnic tables for the nice days where students would rather hang out with other 
students and study.

133. More places to sit, more covered areas

134. tables

135. no

136. more parking spaces closer to the main building

137. put a patio outside in front of the main building

138. covered areas to protect us from weather

139. more tables

140. There is not enough parking

141. nno

142. More parking closer to the entrances because of the weather.

143. more seating for everyone.

144. i wouldn't put the somking sit so colse to the front doors.

145. no, I don't go outside and sit often.

146. no

147. n/a

148. no

149. a place where people who don't smoke can go hang out w/o running into people who smoke it makes me sick to pass 
by cirgette smoke just to go to my car

150. picnic area

151. no

152. NO

153. I would put more benches in some of the grassy areas.

154. the parkin space is too far away from the buildings

155. None that I can think of.

156. add more benches for people to sit. Maybe even have a few table outside for people to do homework if the weather is 
nice

157. Just add more to it, such as an actual soccer field.

158. no



159. no

160. no

161. parking

162. More seating or study areas

163. More Smoking Areas

164. more seating areas and trees, a place for studying not just smoking.

165. No

166. More seating..

167. More trees. 

168. No

169. no

170. no

171. make as many outdoor spots as indoor

172. not that I can think of at the moment

173. some studying space

174. plant more flowers

175. Yes.I think r=there should be more available spaces for outdoor gatherings.

176. no

177. put tables with coverings for the hot sunny days or rainy days

178. i would put in a lot more flowers and trees

179. Nope

180. No

181. No 

182. none really

183. Covers on some benches or tables

184. no

185. More secluded spots for outdoor studying

186. yes, more covered areas

187. no

188. the smoking area shouldn't be so close to the entrance

189. tables

190. none

191. no

192. make them non smoking. i don't like walking through other peoples smoke.

193. no

194. more benches to sit on

195. ?

196. No



197. None

198. nope

199. more benchs

200. no. not really

201. more places to sit

202. no

203. make sure smoking stays way back from non-smokers

204. tables and benches to sit outdoors 

205. Folliage, and seating (more benches)

206. No

207. more coverd areas

208. there should be more shaded areas that can be used for reading.

209. More sitting areas to study or visit.

210. I do not really use them, so I do not have an opinon.

211. Just making them more inviting

212. the outdoor spaces does not affect any classes I take

213. not right now

214. no

215. more areas to sit

216. Smoking areas aren't controled enough there is people that still smoke by the door. 

217. More benches

218. soccer field

219. nope

220. Tables with umbrellas and better landscaping

221. no

222. no

223. No

224. No

225. none

226. parking

227. Designated smoking areas that are not located on the way to the entrances. I have to walk through a cloud of smoke to 
get into the building!

228. Make the landscaping more appealing to the eye

229. no

230. more area for sitting and studying

231. Larger spaces not just for people smoking. 

232. Make a covered smoking pattio farther away from the doors. So i dont have to walk through peoples smoke on my 
way to class.



233. more parking spots

234. friendlier and more places to gather in warmer seasons

235. None

236. over hang for smokers....

237. No, I really enjoy our campus here at OCCC.

238. no

239. no

240. no

241. places where we could eat outside

242. softball field

243. no

244. nothing on the top of my head

245. no changes

246. no

247. mre benches and tables

248. Not at all!

249. making more shady or covered areas for people outside

250. maybe plant more flowers

251. add more trees

252. Maybe put a gazebo in the outdoor section by the brusars office. Or tables where people could go outside and study 
on a nice day. 

253. N/A

254. justin a few more places to sit

255. more sitting places

256. A few more native architectural awnings and/or roofings and covers. A few sculptures too.

257. May be some benches with shade on them.

258. more motorcycle parking or at other entrences

259. none

260. I can't think of any that I would make, except for maybe more seating areas with shade for when it's hot.

261. More tables and benches to work at.

262. more shaded seating areas

263. none

264. No

265. no

266. not that i can think of no

267. more sitting space

268. more sitting areas outside. maybe picnic tables?

269. space elevator



270. picknic tables

271. Make them relaxing; flowers, fountains...

272. no i like everything

273. no

274. no

275. Nope, perfect

276. more benches

277. No

278. No

279. Make more athletically attractive.

280. no

281. No

282. seeting where the mosaic is 

283. nop

284. More Seating

285. No

286. have more room for people to gather,sit

287. no

288. wide non smoking range

289. none

290. Need visitor parking

291. Yes but can't think of any to reccomend

292. Yes, I would make more parking available.

293. Need more covered areas and covered smoking areas with some wind break near each entrance.

294. More covered places just to hang out, a sand volleyball court

295. None

296. maybe more benches to hang out with while students are on break.

297. We need some kind of outdoor courtyard for lunch and eating. But this area shouldn't be open to the public. Only 
students and staff.

298. No

299. yes

300. More places to sit or maybe a place to sit where smoking isn't allowed for people who are allergic like me.

301. no

302. no

303. Yes I would Expand it.

304. No.

305. no

306. not really, just more parking space



307. yes, i would change it to where the smokers would not be able to smoke around any of the entry doors

308. None

309. no

310. none

311. make the smoking distance larger

312. I would make a play ground for children to play on

313. no 

314. No

315. no

16. If yes, what are these activities or events?

1. I think we should create a college clothing thrift store or donation store

2. basket ball, such sport item

3. More sports events and EMS and nursing related.

4. Internship guide for student.

5. None.

6. Outdoor classroom and gathering areas

7. BLOOD DRIVES MORE

8. Classroom, outdoor activity

9. n/a

10. athletic teams

11. unplanned, spontaneous, student-lead activities

12. n/a

13. different types of sports

14. More activities to help the students meet others.

15. Concerts

16. maybe some student bands would be cool

17. art festival

18. a chance to take sign language

19. n/a

20. have some sort of civic orchestra- 

21. n/a

22. n/a

23. other food options

24. field event

25. I dont understand this line of question

26. A cedited Sign Language Class.

27. None



28. Just more activities for students to get to know each other more.

29. A weekly tournament with variety events to choose from, e.g. poker, pool, video game, etc

30. none

31. Parking

32. soccer team for men and women.

33. volleyball court or outdoor concerts or theater.

34. campaigns, holiday events, etc.

35. unknown

36. N/A

37. soccer

38. sport tournaments within the students

39. Like a socal cook-out, or 

40. I can't think of any exact examples.

41. Free movies for students at theatre

42. None

43. tennis courts would be awesom

44. Online Student Activities/Clubs/News/etc. A picture Gallery would be inspiring include commencement photos and/ or 
activities.

45. combine soccer field with football

46. none

47. drama , theater

48. concerts

49. n/a

50. I think there should be ballroom dancing

51. club meetings things like that

52. something for african americans to participate in as a group

53. sports tournaments. carnavels

54. CHEERLEADING AN DANCE.... FUN PROGRAMS

55. occc orchestra/band, and a semester concert for the orchestra

56. no

57. Smoking Contests

58. Activities: Ballet classes

59. N/A

60. Fitness club

61. More political gatherings

62. Different meetings with students and some sport competitions among students or faculty staff

63. Dorms

64. cheerleading, a pom squad, football...



65. I think some kind of a football league would be alot of fun for students. 

66. football

67. na

68. n/a

69. Community service and fun acitivites.

70. tap dancing

71. PICNICS, ETC

72. we should start a car show.

73. sports

74. I would like to see available ballets, plays, orchestra.

75. Student Art gallery.

76. culture exposure, campus pride

77. Not sure

78. SOCCER GAMES

79. music and theater, areas to study and relax outdoors such as a pavillion

80. maybe installing an official hardwood floor specifically for learning how to dance

81. A hardwood floor specifically for learning how to dance

82. A hardwood floor specifically for learning how to dance

83. A hardwood floor specifically for learning how to dance

84. jazz festival

85. Volleyball area outside, a football area, baseball/softball area

86. More art displays

87. information for online strudents

88. local skateboard competitions

89. Main Buliding

90. softball field

91. Softball/Fastpitch

92. swimming

93. I think we should more Health Professions Seminars.

94. rowing team

95. n/a

96. na

97. I can't think of any.

98. n/a I think there is a good mix of events

99. n/a

100. outdoor concerts maybe

101. N/A

102. football basketball and soccer field



103. N/A

104. recreation

105. n/a

106. maybe like picnics,games

107. none

108. N/A

109. n/a

110. sand volleyball

111. It would be awesome if we had the faculty and space for an orchestra.

112. outdoor volleyball, tennis, and basketball courts

113. There should be a room for dance activities, with a mirrored wall and the right type of flooring.

114. We should Have The Greek Life Put Into our school

115. i think we should have more activies for kids

116. voting space

117. none

118. If have a playground and picnic area for families with children

119. Basketball

18. Where do you usually park?

1. main lot or side lot, on either side of the library

2. in the main parking lot

3. close to entrance 5

4. library

5. By Nursing or entry 13 i think.

6. In either section A or C.

7. sconce center

8. over by the automobile classes, way out of my way, because there's usually always parking there *most* of the time. 
plus it's a short walk from any of the spots to the door in cold weather.

9. To the left of the main enterance 

10. In the library parking lot

11. in the parking lot by the automotives

12. By the health and technology building.

13. by the library

14. By the automotive department.

15. Back lot by Entry 13

16. DEPENDS ON WHAT CLASS, RIGHT OUT IN THE MAIN PARKING LOT

17. in front of the library

18. In parking lot A



19. beside entrance 3

20. Back lot

21. near the library

22. By auto center

23. right side

24. As close as possible to the main building

25. Handicap parking if available.

26. in the library

27. i get dropped off

28. parkin c

29. by the main building

30. CLOSEST POSSIBLE SPOT 

31. very far from main building

32. parking lot west of library

33. Lot G

34. near the main entrance

35. over by the math lab entrance

36. Since I arrive pretty early I park right in the very front entrance.

37. Parking lot along the main entrance from May Ave, South side.

38. in the main lot or by the science part

39. near the science area

40. in front of the main entrance

41. library

42. Parking Lot G

43. near the lightpost with the A sign since i get there pretty early

44. by entry 5

45. entry 5

46. in the front

47. library

48. in the front of the building

49. in front

50. park a 

51. north side

52. Near A&H building.

53. multiple locations around campus

54. The north parking lot between the library and main building.

55. Lot A

56. on the side closest to braums



57. In front of main building's parking lot.

58. Main parking lot

59. Depends on the location of my class library parking lot or the back parking lot near the security office

60. main parking lot

61. close to my classes... depends

62. in the back 

63. wherever i can find a place..usually closer to the street

64. Near the Middle or the back

65. Where I can find a place

66. on the s side of the building 

67. Parking lot c

68. far away in defferent places. 

69. As far away from door as possible, so I can get a little excersice

70. near entry 6

71. by the library

72. all over depending on the day....

73. Parking lot C

74. library

75. anywhere I can

76. library

77. in front of entrance 24

78. library

79. library

80. library

81. by the library

82. Lot C or E

83. in front of main building

84. library

85. in the back because lack of close spaces.

86. on the 74th st side by library 

87. the main lot

88. G,F if Full A

89. In front of main building

90. in front of the main entry

91. by the library

92. In the front

93. around back by the math lab

94. by the main building 



95. Close to the library

96. The South front parking lot

97. the library parking lot

98. Library parking lot

99. In the library park or in the shifting and receiving park.

100. Where ever there is a parking place

101. Depends on where my classes are that day

102. In front of the library

103. by the Engeneering building

104. by the new health science building

105. Front of library

106. north side of library

107. Where ever I can find a vacant spot.

108. southeast side

109. entry 22

110. main entrance

111. library

112. As close to my classes as I can.

113. in a parking place

114. in automotive parking lot because there is nowhere else

115. Were ever there is space to park.

116. by the main building at hte very end

117. By the new Health Professions Building or In the front

118. By the library

119. the very back spot

120. the parkin lot closest to the new health care building.

121. In front of the main building

122. near health science building

123. Beside the Library in the parking lot west of it. 

124. main building parking lot

125. bicycle area

126. never the main building area c

127. At the back

128. In front of the main building south of the library

129. in the front lot

130. west

131. By automotive.

132. child development area, Library, entry 9



133. up front

134. depends on what class and what day.

135. south of occc

136. between library & main building

137. Entry 5

138. the closest i can

139. back

140. THE MAIN ENTRANCE PARKING

141. way out past the library

142. near the library

143. Lot B, near Library

144. by the A light post because i get there early

145. end of the parking lot any parking area

146. in the very back, but if its a lucky dayi'll find one closer

147. in the out field

148. on the far side of the Library

149. Parking Lot

150. Where I can find a space.

151. Row A

152. Backside of campus around area 12.

153. Infront of the Main Building.

154. It the very back, wherever there is room! 

155. Far out in main parking lot

156. Main building North or Art Area

157. The parking lot by entrances 5 and 6

158. by the library

159. out front main building or NW side near library

160. at back of library

161. parking lot A

162. Southeast lot

163. close to entrance 5

164. in the main building parking lot

165. Parking Lot C

166. Parking lot G

167. In front of the school. 

168. parking lot C

169. Parking Lot G



170. were i can find a spot

171. depends on class, generally wherever I can find a spot

172. By the CDCLS

173. in front of the main building

174. by the nursing doors

175. in front of lib.

176. Anywhere I can find a space

177. at the back area 7

178. C

179. between the library and the arts and hum. building

180. by 224

181. outside of the new nursing/EMSA bldgs

182. by the library

183. AS CLOSE AS I CAN TO MY CLASSES

184. south lot

185. by the main building and entrence three

186. in the main parking area.

187. Parking lot A

188. by my classes

189. library

190. way in the back at the south side of the library

191. depends were my classes are at

192. It depends on which evening class I'm attending

193. In front of the main building

194. north side of library

195. Seems like 40 miles from the building.

196. Library

197. In front of the new art building...which WILL need more parking...

198. Entrance 24 or north of library

199. main building parking 

200. by the library

201. By the health profession building I think E not for sure though

202. front of main building

203. PARKING C

204. parking lot C

205. By entry 3

206. By entry 3

207. By entry 3



208. By entry 3

209. parking lot A

210. C lot

211. Parking area "G"

212. In parking lot C

213. Main enterance parking lot

214. by the automotive entrance

215. by the main entrance

216. anywhere a space is available. the parking in rear of the school has improved

217. Main entrance parking lot

218. front lot back lot and art lot

219. Parking lot A

220. close to the front door

221. section C

222. my enry 5 

223. Arts And Humanitie parking

224. by automotive

225. handicap in main parking

226. east parking lot by library

227. Way out in the back of the main parking lot

228. In the parking lot C far from the other cars.

229. west side of library and almost always in the very back row

230. on the east side south of the library

231. lot C

232. in the front

233. In parking lot C.

234. by entry 6

235. in front of the new building

236. A range between Automotive and the other side of the Library

237. by the east side of the library about two thirds from the front not bad at all. 

238. motorcycle parking or west of library

239. in the front

240. In the very front of the main building in the nearest spot possible.

241. In the parking lot just east of entry 24.

242. by the new health care building

243. student parking by entrance 5

244. Main parking lot

245. in the font of the main building



246. in front of the library

247. across from the library

248. on the south side of the campus. we usually have to park to the south of the auto shop trying to get to the math lab area. 
there isn't any parking spots close and we have to park and walk.

249. sidewalk

250. North entrance by the new arts building

251. Lot A

252. in front of the library

253. between the library and the main building

254. Usually on the left side of library but depends on the day

255. in parking lot by the science centers

256. Arts and Humanities parking section

257. In the back of lot A

258. back of library parking lot

259. main lot

260. library parking

261. by entry 12

262. It varies upon which clases I have on a daily bases

263. Entry 3

264. entry 3 area

265. where ever i can, usually resulting in a LONG walk

266. by the library

267. parking lot B or C

268. behind library

269. Off of May

270. In front of the main building, far back 

271. Parking lot G.

272. Near Entrance 22

273. as close to my class as possible, the south east lot near the library

274. Lot C

275. parking lot C

276. Behind the campus

277. east side

278. In front of the main building, as close as possible. But its always a long walk to and from the school.

279. At the main entrance

280. on the north end by the library

281. On the south side of the library

282. library parking space



283. In front across from the libery

284. Parking lot behind math/science building.

285. where ever i kand find parking

286. close to the main entrance

287. The lot on the east north east side of the math and science building

288. parking lot c

289. behind library

290. Across from the Child Development center

291. By the main building and library

292. C entrance 

293. By entry 5

21. If you had the ability to change one thing about the OCCC campus today, what would it be? (this can be by addition, 
removal, or replacement.)

1. nothing

2. Cafateria food can be fresher

3. library

4. I would cover the area between the library and the main building and make it more of an outdoor extension of the 
school.That would make good use of space add some continity to the flow of th campus

5. Replacement of cafeteria. Food is way too expensive there and unhealthy. 

6. Nothing.

7. nothing

8. i would make the cafeteria totally awesome by serving chik-fil-a... >__<

9. More elevators

10. add a covered tunnel to the main campus 

11. None

12. nothing, its perfect

13. Make the parking more people friendly.

14. Easier way of finding locations!

15. NO SMOKING ON CAMPUS

16. have dorms on campus

17. have more activities

18. More things added to the cafe

19. nothing

20. Adding ease of location directives

21. not sure

22. more Markus Smith's

23. future additions should be housed OUTSIDE the main building and its connected buildings

24. Regular cleaning of intake and exuast air vents. Have you seen them lately or the last few semesters.



25. nothing

26. i will try to create organiztions whithin campus

27. MORE ORGANIZATIONS MORE SCHOOL SPIRIT

28. Bigger choice of food options

29. The addition of jamba juice

30. need nurse or doctor on campus

31. more sidewalks

32. Locations of builings. More spread out so you have more room

33. Parking lot.

34. Addition of a multi-level parking garage and a better student union.

35. more parking

36. dormitory

37. more closer parking

38. Changing the point system of the Nursing program

39. mayb ei would make the gym bigger

40. parking stickers changed to cards that hang on rear view mirrors

41. Nothing

42. adding more parking spaces closer to the main building

43. the elevators

44. the elevators

45. closer parking

46. i like the campus just fine

47. too hot in winter

48. some inpatience lecturers with foreigner

49. I would repair the wear on the older buildings

50.

become more modern, college is all about change but you do not see it employees, allow all employees the option of 
wearing business clothing or a uniform such as black denium (looks better than blue) and a college polo. As an option 
then the college would not incur the expense of providing the uniforms. I believe this would help employee moral and 
boost employee pride and solidarity for the college. This would provide a mechanism to not keep staff and employees 
seperate but as a more cohesive group. 

51. none

52. Larger Central gathering area

53. better cafeteria staff

54. some more equipments to the fitness area.

55. Expand to outlying areas. OCCC locations in surrounding cities.

56. I would have a security officer in every parking lot. 

57. more classes

58. More parking and more benches!

59. Cheaper book prices



60. none

61. the parking lot

62. More parking Space

63. Parking

64. it seems that the larger the campus gets the less parking will be available

65. Nothing

66. add more careers. 

67. nicer carpets

68. Larger US and OK flags, ours are way too small

69. Carsons. We should have more food options. Like a food court.

70. Bicycle racks like the funky fun ones down town.....

71. The Elevators

72. more financial aid counselors

73. more organized parking

74. financ. aid counselors (more)

75. maybe more landscaping

76. financial aid process

77. more staff needed in finac aid, lunch room

78. more staff for financ aid and lunch room

79. addition of more parking and more options of food

80. Move convieniant parking for peak hours.

81. updating seating on third level in main building

82. nothing i love it here

83. the smoking areas

84. closer parking for students.

85. multi floor parking garage

86. STOP SPENDING OUR MONEY

87. larger parking lot area by G-F lots

88. nothing

89. nothing

90. Turning down the A/C in the fall

91. provide additional parking

92. Definitely more parking spaces, food vendors

93. I would improve the advisory situation. 

94. Parking garage

95. the foods must be changed.

96. Nothing

97. Maybe, he parking at the main entrance.It is sometimes way crowed espically at the beginning of the semester.



98. nothing really

99. Include activities/news /clubs for online students

100. the cafeteria, sports facilities

101. move it closer to my house in Warr Acres

102. Additional parking 

103. additiona of information, many of the signs don't give much info on the event taking place (lack of room number or time 
or cost)

104. Can't think of anything.

105. All of the child development classes offered in the child care center

106. Add: more plants outdoors, areas outside that make you feel hidden, and remodel the physical science lab so it is as 
functional and nice as the math lab.

107. none

108. more parking

109. Nothing

110. I take online classes and Have never been anywhere but the main lobby area.

111. nothing everything is fine

112. nothing

113. More buildings to house more academic programs

114. more parking in the main area

115.
i would add more landscape outside making it look like a university. i think this would attract more people. i have 
friends who go to OU and all they ever talk about is how beautiful the campus is and thats one of the main reasons they 
love the school so much is becuase how pretty it is.

116. Better selection in vending machines

117. more afforadable caffeteria food

118. I would add more benches and plant more trees

119. the "smokers" right in front of the main building. there should be a speicific spot away from the entrance where they can 
smoke and away from the people that walk in and out of the building

120. move mathlab on downstairs

121. add some dorms for freshmen

122. Wish security would enforce parking stickers

123. I would make it a little bit bigger

124. parking garage

125. expand more

126. The pool area staying open longer.

127. Book open on Saturdays.

128. n/a

129. more study rooms in the library, or somewhere on campus.

130. remove cafeteria and place a food center somewhere out side of the MB

131. More parking.



132. more teachers that care and counselers as well

133. Finantial aid quikness, get the paper work done on time, have it ready before students start classes. 

134. the gym (basketball courts)

135. NO

136. better parking

137. make the gym bigger

138. Larger game lab.

139. Classes that we (student)do not want to take for their major and to get degree OCCC choosing too many classes.

140. nothing

141. i would make more parking spaces

142. parking

143. More dining options

144. Chicks must not wear shirts

145. More leisure study desks throughout the campus.

146. More dance classes

147. I would add a pond closer to the main building with fountains so students can enjoy being outside, without walking a 
long distance to get to the ponds.

148. The PARKING!!! 

149. Open the Accounting Lab on Saturdays, and not just Weekdays

150. Nothing

151. More elevators in the library

152. more communication

153. Remove SCL classes from "required" list

154. parking and studying spaces

155. make occc become a 4 year college

156. nothing

157. to make closer parking to the actual building

158. a few closer parking spaces

159. N / A

160. Bookstore. WAY too overpriced. I go to textbook brokers

161. Easier heating or cooling of each class room.

162. have an open computer lab in the main building

163. Put a bridge over the water drain by parking lot G so students don't have in walk in the driving lane to get across

164. bigger

165. The layout is confusing to new students

166. Parking

167. more food vendors, not machines but like the starbucks with food

168. I would make new/nicer campus lab for nursing



169. smoking area

170. n/a

171. Parking

172. a parking spot for the students like up front 

173. I wouldn't change anythin because it is perfect enviorement, but I would like the number of Hispanics in OCCC to 
increase more. 

174. n/a

175. more parking

176. dress code; students should dress more appropriately for class

177. the finachial area

178. ?

179. Bigger welness center

180. easier access doors

181. cheaper prices in the lunch room! 

182. put escalators or more elevators

183. nothing

184. i think it's fine

185. The night watch when walking to my car

186. add benches and tables outdoors, so that we can study outdoors

187. make the outside appearance more inviting - more green to hide the asphalt

188. I personally find this place appropiate, everything is near

189. an easier classroom labeling system

190. additional option for eating

191. Moving sidewalks :)

192. Better traffic control system, I/E traffic lights.

193. N/A

194. have not thought about it

195. campus tution fee

196. more room in gym

197.
Breastfeeding space a place to pump I used to have to go to the bathroom. They said I could go to the CDC but it 
took to long to drive up there and I would end up late for class or pump in the bathroom which I found discusting to do. 
But it would have been nice to have a place in the main building to go. I would like to see this for other students. 

198. more outdoor places to study

199. SMOKING ROOM

200. Another elavator

201. The temperature of the school is always very cold and it would help if it was a little bit warmer

202. To make the temperature in the school a little warmer; it is always very cold

203. To make the temperature in the school a little warmer; it is always very cold.

204. To make the temperature in the school a little warmer; it is always very cold.



205. make it free for the students immediate families to use the pool area for free ex: spouse and kids

206. To have longer to be able to drop out with refund. Most classes don't have a test until the fourth week. I like to at least 
take the first test before I know if I need to drop or not.

207. No smoking in the path to enter

208. the parking lot be made closer to the building for when it's cold outside.

209. The look of the classrooms

210. More variety in the union. It is like high school cafeteria food. Many people leave campus for this reason.

211. more parking and shuttels to and from cars

212. parking

213. more spaces for smokers and shelters

214. bigger test center with nicer staff

215. Honestly, i really enjoy our campus.

216. n/a

217. I would provide more advising help

218. politeness of employees

219. more parking better teachers

220. The way the math is ran

221. cheaper food for full-time student

222. the outside of the bulidings

223. class avaliablity

224. better elevators

225. more parking

226. Nothing physical about the campus.

227. Make a bigger main staircase and I would like to see more study groups

228. more elevators

229. bigger communications lab

230. go carts to pick people up that have to walk long way

231. Have scholarships more announced

232. none

233. make covered walk ways

234. The Art and Humanities section of the campus is in dire need of a retouch

235. maybe a little bit of landscape or trees along the west side of the building along the highway area. 

236. add motorcycle parking close to other locations

237. more help

238. More parking closer to the main entrance.

239. Reliable elevators.

240. I would move the handicaped parking to the other side of the new health care buildings, they are by the stairs now, 
which really doesn't make any sence



241. n/a

242. More parking space

243. more closeparking spaces

244. i would make this school a college to where there were dormitories

245. can't think of any

246. more eating in choices, not so big on the cafeteria idea

247. add moving sidwalks like at the airport

248. Day Care / a place for pre-teens to hang out. As a single mom, it is difficult to get classes required for my degree as i 
do not have anyone to watch my kids during evening classes.

249. Removal of the smell by the testing center entrance!!!

250. better security, iv had a couple of times where people wont slow down to let anyone cross.

251. To add dorms and living space

252. More places to eat

253. The price of food in cafeteria

254. Have more coffe carts.

255. hours of an open campus for those who can only study late.

256. nothing

257. none

258. don't know 

259. More options in the cafeteria

260. definitly the parking

261. i would change some of the teachers to be honest

262. add parking spaces

263. i would really want the advisors to conveys the more informations about the related topic and show the students the 
wide areas that they can go on it.

264. cant think of anything

265. More parking

266. Better Parking

267. The parking.

268. Better options for sandwiches/food in the center court.

269. add more fun water elements

270. More outlets to plug in laptops.

271. move the cafeteria to another build

272. how about more sidewalks with beautiful gardens

273. I would seriously add more elevators.

274. I would change maybe the classroom setting

275. we should add a movie theater if we didnt already have one

276. The parking situation



277. I wouldnt change anything! I like the atmosphere here!

278. nothing

279. I would add a Greek Life to the school like greek organazations

280. More benches!!!

281. i would add more cheeper coffie facilites on each floor

282. more car parking space

283. More offices for instructors

284. nothing 

285. the prices in the cafeteria

286. make things easier to get done

287. Better ways to get around campus

288. have more night classes available to those who work during the day...brown bag dinner program

289. the gym needs more equipment 

290. Student Council type

22. In one word, how would you describe the character of the OCCC campus today?

1. diverse

2. good

3. exciting

4. clean, but too simple

5. friendly

6. New student friendly. I like the school. I felt very welcomed when I came here first. I just plainly like OCCC.

7. Satisfying.

8. great

9. inviting

10. Intimate 

11. Beautiful

12. comfortable

13. Good.

14. great

15. Low key

16. CLEAN

17. great

18. friendly

19. Great

20. good

21. Laid back

22. Cozy



23. Nice

24. awesome

25. improving

26. Excellent!

27. great

28. good

29. nice

30. CALM

31. Energetic

32. outstanding

33. resourceful

34. friendly

35. Helpful

36. everchanging

37. nice

38. Cozy.

39. mediocre

40. fun

41. famous

42. caring

43. Individualistic

44. Giving

45. alive

46. Diverse

47. alive

48. very profecional

49. very professional

50. nice

51. awesome

52. helpful

53. friendly

54. some how fair

55. Casual

56. stuffy

57. Welcoming

58. Nice

59. Very freindly.

60. Centralized



61. GREAT!

62. friendly

63. happy

64. fantastic

65. Vigorous

66. good

67. clean

68. Fun

69. Great

70. Friendly

71. fresh

72. Lively

73. excited 

74. stout

75. Incredible

76. sufficent

77. Fantastic

78. Helpful

79. fulfilling

80. great

81. fulfilling

82. nice

83. fulfilling

84. fulfilling

85. fulfilling

86. free

87. Pleasant

88. functional

89. AMAZING!

90. pleasant

91. good

92. simple

93. HORRIABLE

94. Good

95. good

96. realistic

97. Big

98. enjoyable



99. Comfortable

100. Hopeful

101. friendly

102. Determined

103. it is becoming a new environment because the OCCC Staffs do their jobs of cleaning the campus each week.

104. Great

105. Small classes that makes you feel that you can compete

106. friendly

107. okay 

108. sweet

109. Pleasant

110. mellow

111. inviting

112. Convenient

113. pride

114. Plain

115. quite

116. welcoming

117. Well-rounded

118. Typical

119. good

120. friendly

121. Almost ordinary

122. fun

123. Boring

124. Good

125. friendly

126. Friendly

127. peaceful

128. Usually

129. peaceful

130. Awesome

131. helpful

132. welcoming

133. comfortable

134. nice

135. Busy

136. friendly



137. great

138. diverse

139. growing

140. It's ok

141. Good

142. well kept

143. LAID BACK

144. Great

145. Eclectic

146. Peaceful

147. alive

148. OK

149. Friendly

150. nice

151. awesome

152. pleasent

153. Sluty

154. Pleasant.

155. Fun

156. Inviting.

157. inviting

158. enjoyable. 

159. Educational

160. Great

161. Great

162. thriving

163. Potential

164. good

165. beautiful

166. Not so interesting on campus

167. great

168. dull

169. Fun

170. Diverse 

171. Quaint

172. Good

173. good



174. Great

175. comfortable

176. Blah

177. Average

178. upbeat

179. cool

180. highschool

181. Great

182. excellent

183.
Champion. Eventhough is a community college to me is a Champion. Why? Because OCCC has proved that has 
students who want to study and be successful in life. I really think that OCCC has shown other campuses that great 
education is evolving day after day on OCCC.

184. confortable

185. commrodery

186. friendly

187. Excellent

188. good

189. FRIENDLY

190. Awesome

191. Friendly/ Warm

192. plain

193. educative

194. friendly

195. pretty

196. helpful

197. It is a little generic looking from the outside, but nice on the inside...except for the language arts building

198. Excellent

199. inviting

200. developing

201. Multi-Cultural

202. Spunkey

203. Nice

204. attractive

205. good

206. friendly

207. LOVE IT LOVE IT LOVE IT

208. confining 

209. CRANCKY



210. relaxed

211. Motivated

212. Motivated

213. Motivated

214. Motivated

215. enjoyable

216. Exhilerating

217. empowering

218. Outgoing

219. Lacking

220. Old

221. good

222. friendly

223. starter

224. modern

225. Impeccable.

226. n/a

227. caring

228. different

229. ok

230. unfriendly

231. variety

232. Wonderful

233. homey

234. great

235. unique

236. inviting

237. Clean!

238. friendly

239. friendly

240. safe

241. friendly

242. Eventful

243. fun

244. hip

245. Improving

246. lively 

247. well rounded



248. great

249. Inviting.

250. Friendly.

251. Awesome

252. n/a

253. lively

254. friendly

255. sensible

256. success

257. lively

258. terific

259. flustrating

260. outdated

261. interesting

262. very student oriented

263. Students do not make it inviting

264. wonderful

265. mixture

266. Enjoyable

267. Comfortable

268. porfessional

269. friendly

270. friendly 

271. Alive

272. friendly

273. welcoming

274. good

275. fabulous

276. awesome

277. Fare

278. Good

279. Alive

280. Clean and landscaped.

281. interesting

282. Bright.

283. awesome 

284. Good

285. quite



286. Nice

287. Good

288. boring

289. Lively

290. Relaxed

291. good

292. good

293. Cute!

294. excellent

295. serene

296. Great

297. colorful

298. enlightning

299. plain

300. Quaint

301. strong

302. transfomation 

303. Pretty

304. flexible

23. In one word, how would you describe the character of the OCCC campus you would like to see in the future?

1. diverse

2. bright

3. excitement

4. colorful

5. community

6. Still student friendly and very much improved and progressed in EMS and Nursing fields. 

7. Exciting.

8. foward

9. Expanded

10. Best

11. warmer

12. Could be better.

13. awesome

14. More inclusion of older adults

15. SMOKELESS

16. excellent

17. friendlier



18. Better

19. good

20. More inclusive of older students

21. more awesome

22. university-like

23. Advancing.

24. building

25. excellent

26. better

27. FASCINATING

28. Smooth

29. exceed

30. Improved

31. healthy

32. helpful

33. diverse

34. awesome

35. cozy

36. innovative

37. newer

38. prestige

39. inviting

40. Inspiring

41. smart

42. n/a

43. rememorabel

44. the same

45. very professional

46. wonderful

47. i hope it keeps growing

48. morefriendly

49. clean

50. better

51. Casual

52. modern

53. Growth

54. BIG

55. Keep up the same freindly atmosphere.



56. Expanded

57. GREAT!

58. cheaper

59. Amazing

60. wonderful

61. Robust

62. more

63. professional

64. Fun

65. Positive

66. Efficient

67. fresh

68. Friendly

69. technology

70. stout

71. perfect

72. Great

73. Beautiful

74. Perfect

75. fulfilling

76. serene

77. fulfilling

78. wow

79. fulfilling

80. fulfilling

81. fulfilling

82. colorful

83. Exciting

84. contemporary

85. EXCITING

86. outstanding

87. good

88. developed

89. Advanced

90. better

91. futuristic

92. Bigger



93. pleasant

94. Amazing

95. Inspired

96. friendly and with more facilities

97. Innovative

98. I wish it employs good teachers for the futur. That is the most important thing for students.

99. N/a

100. Stay to the small enviornment aand stick to all the extra options that you can get help in.

101. same

102. hight tech and very modern like other school 

103. sweeter

104. energetic

105. information

106. Same

107. Breathtaking

108. none

109. awesome

110. Spectacular

111. typical

112. nothing

113. friendly

114. Up-to-date

115. advanced

116. welcoming

117. Alive

118. variety

119. versatile

120. active

121. beautiful

122. wonderful

123. Perfect

124. community

125. encouraging

126. fun

127. Cheaper

128. variety

129. better

130. helpful the whole way



131. welcoming

132. better

133. more tutors in the math lab.

134. perfect

135. SPIRITED

136. Awesome

137. armonic

138. Peaceful

139. rememorable

140. Little Diffrent

141. Exciting

142. outgoing

143. homey

144. exciting

145. Whorish

146. Pleasantly progressive.

147. Exciting

148. Comfortable.

149. energetic

150. Inspirational

151. Alright

152. Nice

153. excellent

154. lucid

155. excellent

156. fantastic

157. I would like to see more different events on campus

158. better

159. cheerful

160. Lively

161. Diverse

162. Modernized

163. Graet

164. modern

165. exciting

166. Charming

167. original

168. poweful



169. kindness

170. More

171. parking spaces

172. Superior and more Popular. 

173. enthusiastic

174. spectacular

175. Super Star

176. helpful

177. COMPASSIONATE

178. Chill

179. I like it the way it is :)

180. exciting

181. renewed

182. same

183. larger

184. professional

185. Inviting

186. multiculturally available

187. groundbreaking

188. well-rounded

189. Choices

190. Nice

191. Great

192. ? I am here for education

193. better

194. expansion

195. I don't think I would change anything

196. comfortable

197. JOVIAL

198. relaxed

199. Proud

200. Proud

201. Proud

202. Proud

203. more relaxing

204. Exciting

205. steadfast

206. Welcoming



207. Traditional

208. Renovated

209. good

210. nothing

211. exciting

212. Immaculate.

213. n/a

214. compassionate

215. improved

216. caring

217. quality

218. Great

219. Elite

220. friendly

221. best

222. friendly

223. Friendly!

224. friendlier

225. quick

226. fun

227. friendly

228. Eventful

229. none

230. spunky

231. Great

232. gleaming

233. unknown

234. great

235. Exciting.

236. I'm not sure. I like the campus as it is.

237. Incredible

238. n/a

239. scholarly

240. friendly

241. astonishing

242. same

243. color



244. blast off

245. welcoming

246. relaxing

247. nothing different

248. More of a collge feel to it

249. bright

250. cultured

251. Enjoyable

252. N/A

253. fun

254. successful

255. modern

256. Joyful

257. closeknit

258. friendlier

259. better

260. help

261. nothing!

262. Better

263. Great

264. same

265. Trendy. A food court in the center.

266. alive

267. Modern.

268. Innovate

269. interesting

270. Welcoming

271. Excellent

272. slow

273. Useful

274. Exciteing

275. giid

276. great

277. Benches!!

278. perfect

279. more technology

280. Updated

281. wouldnt



282. same

283. easy

284. Innovative

285. family

286. thrive

287. Beautiful

288. flexible

24. Name:

1. Adriane Scherer

2. Chris Blewett

3. josh villemarette

4. Huimin Zhao

5. Pam Paul

6. Sandra Klezyte

7. Allison Constant

8. Jerritt Moon

9. Jennifer Kinsman

10. Christian LeFlore

11. John N Do

12. Amy M.Bonnell

13. Katie

14. austin tritten

15. bonny blackmon

16. Jerri Lewis

17. BRITTNEY

18. Lacreitia Jemison

19. Angela Weaver

20. Justin Rodgers

21. colby white

22. Jerri Lewis

23. Emily Cooper

24. Hayley Hanshaw

25. Joshua Perry

26. William "Chris" Hardin

27. Christian H. Seger

28. Amber Cahill

29. asim



30. Lisa Mosmeyer

31. HAYLEE

32. Ashley Anderson

33. Acen Mitchell

34. Cassidy Wythe

35. John Blevins

36. Debbie Deason

37. Irma Villar

38. Anna Haynes

39. Janan Shurbaji

40. David Huor

41. Amy Marshall

42. Anh Tong

43. Sara Stanbrough

44. Daniel Vargas

45. Carlos Manzano

46. Amanda DeForest

47. angela nero

48. Carlos Borja

49. Alma D. Cobos

50. Alma D. Cobos

51. Ashlyn Jade Carroll

52. cristina genzer

53. Jamie Worcester

54. edgar cruz

55. Hai Tran

56. Na-Allah Fatai

57. Jim Couch

58. Melania St. Onge

59. Laura Smith

60. Efren J. Afante

61. Harshil.R.Patel.

62. David Hall

63. Abra Melvin

64. dacia brewster

65. Melissa

66. Jakeia Taylor

67. David



68. Hector

69. Ami Duggins

70. Karla Ostorga

71. Daniel Thompson

72. Beatriz Meyer

73. Britney Jividen

74. Allyce Cover

75. Blanca Macias 

76. Ashley Graham-Smith

77. Deborah Cooper

78. Isela Perez

79. Amy Bailey

80. Cat dzurella

81. Angelica Carbajal

82. Chris Sanders

83. Angela Carpenter

84. Chris Sanders

85. Christina Misialek

86. Chris Sanders

87. Chris Sanders

88. Chris Sanders

89. Amber M Frye

90. Amanda Hogue

91. Alisha O'Lague

92. elizabeth

93. Courtney

94. Angela Haggard

95. tasha gore

96. Cassey RIemer

97. Emilio 

98. Claudia Loya

99. denesa autrey

100. Jeremy

101. Jennifer Kirk

102. Kristi Robertson

103. Melissa D. Smith

104. Candace Thornton

105. Grant Devero



106. Christian Metchendje Djipsu

107. Mendi Brinlee

108. Brittany Chilton

109. Brittani Stewart

110. Marian R. Gholston

111. Keita Ibrahima

112. Fred Barnett

113. Kerry Thompson

114. Alyssa Salaswat

115. Annie Maruska

116. Deana Sanderson

117. Kristie

118. Angela Williams

119. Dustin Dewett

120. calet moore

121. Amanda

122. Anita Vasquez

123. andrew Frederick

124. ashley

125. Brittni Webre

126. Charles Battiest

127. Lindsay McConnell

128. Brett Wright

129. Laura Pitts

130. Caitlin Ramirez

131. Jessica

132. Bryan Pak

133. Kento Hirata

134. valerie rivera

135. Deborah Cooper

136. Carol Brooke

137. Mitzi McBeath

138. Jenny Hardwick

139. Kristin Holasek

140. Deborah Ihbe

141. felsiia roberson

142. cheryl holmes

143. Cassady Bivens



144. javier carreon

145. Angela Brock

146. waleta morgan

147. Fatima Danna

148. Cassidy Young

149. ELIZABETH CHAVEZ

150. Deborah Kinslow

151. luis leal

152. Christopher Brown

153. Carlos

154. jency john

155. Ashley Gannaway

156. Shaniqua Holland

157. Cynthia Henderson

158. Hanna M Ellis

159. Changjiang Zhu

160. Harmony Curry

161. Ana Ruiz

162. Kaylin Hendrix

163. amberly johnson

164. Jane Nickolls

165. Brandy Moore

166. Joseph Green

167. Jessica Dunn

168. Celena Henderson

169. Aaron Eby

170. Bikash KC

171. Dung Nguyen

172. Gulnora Poulatova

173. Huston Andrew Sturgell

174. Lacey Steen

175. Kelsey Graden

176. Mary Thomas 

177. Casey Hammer

178. Eric Rose

179. Andria Flynn

180. Jennifer



181. Dwayne Davis

182. Brianne Bourne

183. Christine Counts

184. Cody burchette

185. Julie lewis

186. Angela Mitchell

187. Jennifer O'Neil

188. Griselda Martinez

189. April

190. Jesus Amezquita

191. gricelda pando

192. Adrian Brakebill

193. Danielle Cline

194. Jeanne Boyer

195. elaine cheatham

196. ANGELA CURRAN

197. Alex Mueller

198. Aimee Francis

199. Jennifer Sieber

200. Daniel Adame

201. Carisa McCarty

202. Nikki Frady

203. cristina

204. Donna Vallee

205. Dianna Cavins

206. Maria M.Avila

207. allen dominey

208. Carol Moya

209. Jeannie Lentz

210. Ethan Burchett

211. Colleen Mims

212. Betty Nicholson

213. Gyanendra Upadhyaya

214. Kaleena Higa

215. Gracelyn Spears

216. Julia Hicks

217. HAROUNA PARE

218. Angela Lykins



219. Natalie Martinez

220. Natalie Martinez 

221. Natalie Martinez

222. Natalie Martinez

223. LeAnn Brock

224. Melissa-Gammel-Mubayiwa

225. Sue Lewis

226. Scheana Johnson

227. Lauren Coates-Mick

228. Jamie Eason

229. Barbara Sandburg

230. Heather Willingham

231. Alexis Martin

232. Tiffany Pool

233. Marian R. Gholston

234. matthew w. jackson

235. Brittany Havenar

236. Dana Harris

237. Jennifer Lovelady

238. kassidy jackson

239. brooke 

240. Joseph W Green

241. jui-wen liu

242. Ashley L.Thomason

243. alex atkinson

244. cassandra morris

245. Charlene Wyatt

246. Jason A. Wilmoth

247. Ashley Stephan

248. Erin Costiloe

249. Evelyn Noguera

250. Briceton Martin

251. Brandy Jarnagin

252. Rebecca Ball

253. donna peri

254. Jaran Mize

255. DANIEL MARERE

256. joe rayos



257. David W. Lester

258. candace stone

259. Chelsea Bowman

260. Alicia Goudeau

261. Meshell Johnson

262. Aukshawlahshieba allen

263. Aukshawlahshieba Allen

264. Aukshawlahshieba Allen

265. Aukshawlahshieba Allen

266. Aukshawlahshieba Allen

267. Jamie Crowe

268. Lacreitia Jemison

269. Freda Lang

270. Christine Worsham

271. chris lawson

272. Jamie E Laleff

273. Emily A. Schat

274. Elvis Seshie

275. Ashley Coker

276. Amanda Graham

277. martha selzer

278. Minh N Chung

279. Daniel Santillan

280. Eddie Jackson

281. caleb padilla

282. Elvia Ortiz

283. dawn 

284. Adriana Fonseca

285. Teresa Fonseca

286. Heather Scofield

287. Erica Tatum

288. Anju gurung

289. Jennifer A. Hammett

290. Mary Murnan

291. Andrea Kihega

292. Sarah Leonard

293. Jamie Aliabadi

294. Nicole



295. Matthew Shepherd

296. Leydy K Lopez

297. Erik Leon-Lara

298. cathy toribio

299. LeTeecia Starks

300. Brittney Butler

301. Jerren L. Ross

302. Courtney Chambers

303. Rachel Williams

304. bao nguyen

305. Gerald D Johns

306. Christy Olson

307. trisha burns

308. KELVIN DAVID

309. Jeffrey Perry

310. danielle mary watters

311. Jennifer Hammett

312. Kelli Hoyt

313. Deniese Danos

314. Edith Newman

315. janette

316. Rebecca Childress

317. Brianna

25. Phone Number:

1. 4056257900

2. 4054741616

3. 4053269636

4. 405-6223550

5. 405-623-5726

6. 405-301-1980

7. 405-329-7595

8. 405 919 6230

9. 405-609-6099

10. 405-310-6690

11. 405-600-8838

12. 405-684-2703

13. (405)-921-2933



14. 4057997410

15. 405-512-7954

16. 405 258 0289 or 405 370 7340

17. 405-630-9573

18. 405-532-3836

19. 405-602-2616

20. 405-684-2396

21. 8177218444

22. 405 258 0289 or 405 370 7340

23. 480-329-5331

24. 405-313-2301

25. 580-467-3456

26. 405-973-4999

27. (405) 823-8462

28. 4059741586

29. 4058812704

30. 405-308-5700

31. 4054642246

32. 405-685-0242

33. (405) 921-7842

34. 405-201-7997

35. 405-818-0117

36. 580-475-0818

37. 4055122143

38. 317-6609

39. 5802236368

40. 405-413-2195

41. 405-406-6235

42. 405-255-8170

43. 4052465868

44. 405-850-5436

45. 7196401248

46. 405-261-0418

47. 447-1069

48. 405-602-1179

49. 405-602-1179

50. 405-245-1111

51. 405-488-5332



52. 405-979-0099

53. 4056857435

54. 405 601 1714

55. 4052485961

56. 405-412-9461

57. 405-741-2727

58. 405-659-4560

59. 405-613-0170

60. 857-928-6093

61. 405.360.4902

62. 405-413-1686

63. 405 412 0771

64. 405-313-859

65. 680-8646

66. 405-317-8932

67. 405-684-8431

68. 405-889-9033 or 405-579-2166

69. 405-314-7294

70. 9188538464

71. 405-361-9796

72. 919-2784

73. 2108829410

74. 405-420-8734

75. 405-496-0893

76. 405.822.4847

77. 405-519-6222

78. 4058261561

79. 4058851778

80. (832)298-1620

81. (405) 408-4256

82. 4058205914

83. (405) 408-4256

84. 405-258-8531

85. (405) 408-4256

86. (405) 408-4256

87. (405) 408-4256

88. 405-740-9875



89. 405-659-1109

90. 405-301-6865

91. (405)219-7692

92. 405.301.0581

93. 405-670-3265

94. 405-686-0268

95. 4052017091

96. 405-204-9867

97. (405)255-0894

98. 405-887-7499

99. 405-557-1152

100. 761-9915

101. 4053430602

102. (405)464-5400

103. 405-740-2872

104. 4056205770

105. (405)637-1637

106. 4054176527

107. (405) 919-1750

108. 4053158532

109. 314-368-1919

110. 405-2067070

111. 405-491-2510

112. 405-831-0874

113. 405-413-9247

114. 405-794-7015

115. 596-5171

116. 376-4707

117. (405)601-1455

118. 214-244-2129

119. 760-7446

120. 251-228-2836

121. 405-618-1877

122. 405-474-7098

123. 5353118

124. (918)409-7122

125. 603-2683

126. 512-4306



127. 405-320-4240

128. 405-881-6351

129. n/a

130. 1(602)762-1315

131. (405)-708-0669

132. 405-795-4223

133. 405 395-8040

134. 405.822.4847

135. 4059905436

136. 634-0544 or 361-9625

137. 4054737946

138. 4058184667

139. 405-691-5020

140. 405-752-0259

141. 405.863.8904

142. 405-256-6923

143. 4052458818

144. 405-974-1100

145. 405-924-4610

146. (405)680-5618

147. 405-314-7987

148. 405 924-0731

149. 602-628-4182

150. 405 473 5467

151. 405-759-7601

152. 447-1069

153. 5772635

154. 405-694-5749

155. 405-431-6397

156. 405-863-6540

157. (405) 637-3590

158. 4058221310

159. 405-886-8165

160. 405 8862014

161. 4056153505

162. 405-885-1157

163. 405-912-1592

164. 405-618-7305



165. 405 5284145

166. (405)265-0102

167. 405-681-6474

168. 405-816-1798

169. 4058875348

170. 501-7681

171. (405)-219-1957

172. 405-485-4575

173. 405-388-6319

174. (405)793-7095

175. (405) 203- 4406

176. 405-250-9462

177. 405-922-0167

178. 4058265229

179. 405-412-3975

180. 6366975036

181. 405 596 7419

182. 9184079551

183. 501-2394

184. 405-524-1429

185. 6043606

186. 405-420-9893

187. (405)2079868

188. 405-512-4206

189. (405) 416-4435

190. 405-889-5882

191. (405) 887-4336

192. 503-504

193. 6861819

194. 405-702-3580

195. 4055121018

196. 405-243-7310

197. 405-512-8988

198. 405-321-8511

199. 4056505763

200. 4054885332

201. 405 209-8950

202. 405 323 3452



203. 405 619-7405

204. 872-5788

205. (405) 216-5877

206. 405-664-3510

207. (405) 532-7303

208. 405-360-5594

209. 405-245-0727

210. 4055320896

211. 405-613-6996

212. 405-619-1761

213. 14054201430

214. 405-501-4074

215. 405-343-2630

216. (405) 443-9509

217. (405) 443-9509

218. (405)443-9509

219. (405)443-9509

220. 556-0781

221. 405-227-9816

222. 691-5670

223. 405-642-2746

224. 918-521-2458

225. 918-740-5603

226. 4058262529

227. 405-517-8968

228. 405 330-4306 923-7729

229. (405) 512-9279

230. 314-368-1919

231. 405-919-1315

232. 405-706-6095

233. 405-682-4849

234. 405-9491504

235. 405-474-7513

236. 4058024595

237. 405 528-4145

238. 405-496-4830

239. 405-740-5584



240. 405-623-2990

241. (405) 410-1610

242. 405-574-5991

243. (405)-682-8116

244. 405.609.4603

245. 405-664-7758

246. 405-602-9472

247. 405-686-0107

248. 405-370-2914

249. 405-808-1064

250. 4056311376

251. (405)8721307

252. 405-410-7701

253. 405-821-8540

254. (405)203-8394

255. 405 672 0525

256. 405-201-4199

257. (405)589-0438

258. 405-735-5647

259. (405) 210-2304

260. (405) 210-2304

261. (405) 210-2304

262. (405) 210-2304

263. (405) 210-2304

264. 4057453760

265. 405-821-6228

266. 405-751-2160

267. 613-4929

268. 514 6751

269. (405)256-0802

270. 405-397-9737

271. 4058874661

272. 580-656-4741

273. 405-735-5704

274. 405-320-2118

275. 9256422238

276. 436-7421

277. 4054086616



278. 405-474-5000

279. 405-887-2154

280. 405-822-7375

281. 405-881-7773

282. 405-881-7783

283. 4054137279

284. 684-9823

285. 4055320218

286. 405-703-0074

287. (405) 706-0540

288. 4052269258

289. 412-2340

290. 405-623-1633

291. 405-249-2442

292. 405-532-2187

293. 4059247481

294. 4058162421

295. (405)306-4921

296. 405-248-2292

297. (405)684-6266

298. 918-406-8919

299. 405-703-1723

300. 405-921-0132

301. 4054766420

302. 405-476-4305

303. 505-818-9321

304. 405-681-2318 or 405-761-1472

305. 240-421-6603

306. 405-596-4539

307. 4054084052

308. 405-703-0074

309. 405-401-9875

310. 405-470-2669

311. 214-404-1297

312. (405)226-0060

313. 405-501-1127

314. 405.408.3330



26. Student ID#:

1. ? do not know right now

2. 0168946

3. 0403232

4. 04008372

5. 0410125

6. 0375737

7. 0413126

8. 0177939

9. 0393412

10. 0431823

11. 0409983

12. 0107953

13. 0408379

14. 0433064

15. 0429566

16. 0433413

17. 0393113

18. 0428531

19. 0429464

20. 0409320

21. 0435421

22. 0433413

23. 0430401

24. 0409765

25. 0420026

26. 0377984

27. 0410322

28. 0419276

29. 0428266

30. 0428963

31. 0158381

32. 433333

33. 0434856

34. 0417835

35. 0415572

36. 0393924

37. 0412097



38. 0415838

39. 0377431

40. 0392956

41. 0434544

42. 0375960

43. 0423556

44. 0423169

45. 0090867

46. 0418038

47. 0330901

48. 0330901

49. 0167832

50. 0237743

51. 0377696

52. 0419602

53. 0428282

54. 0036584

55. 447822768

56. 0128373

57. 040985

58. 0421564

59. 0434490

60. 0431920

61. 0428825

62. 0492634

63. 0428027

64. 0432951

65. 0418495

66. 0431491

67. 0428162

68. 0418548

69. 0394780

70. 0389368

71. 0124683

72. 0407941

73. 0428826

74. 0427765



75. 0198906

76. 446826622

77. 0198906

78. 0413538

79. 0198906

80. 0198906

81. 0198906

82. 0435218

83. 0394778

84. 0126481

85. 0404057

86. 0428004

87. 0427734

88. 0437620

89. 0403384

90. 0350770

91. 0431322

92. 0404167

93. 0428290

94. 444986803

95. 0408440

96. 0050195 

97. 0427844

98. 0359202

99. 0424188

100. 0410070

101. 0417440

102. 0434842

103. 0428178

104. 0355271

105. 0394758

106. 0374060

107. 0123610

108. 0427702

109. 0165878

110. 0376512

111. 0330694

112. 0428703



113. 0422247

114. 0397361

115. 0434041

116. 0424088

117. 0435654

118. 0384398

119. 0040908

120. 0335010

121. 0393470

122. 0424302

123. 0435517

124. 0406151

125. 0124683

126. 0436096

127. 0401656

128. 0168146

129. 0326448

130. 0171777

131. 0417814

132. 0429057

133. 0420927

134. 0238792

135. 0036438

136. 0047076

137. 0038663

138. 0421249

139. 0432134

140. 0432963

141. 0427769

142. 0416480

143. 0418038

144. 150377

145. 0432723

146. 0410222

147. 0296908

148. 0433560

149. unsure

150. 0410698



151. 0419377

152. 0408368

153. 0433253

154. 0411758

155. 0048489

156. 0138698

157. 0107967

158. 0142980

159. 0373498

160. 0436003

161. 0375633

162. 0418471

163. 0434798

164. 0093552

165. 0233880

166. 0428267

167. 442980582

168. 0411500

169. 0428393

170. 0196862

171. 0436333

172. 0392275

173. 0088746

174. 0393291

175. 0392729

176. 0431074

177. 0404161

178. 0110020

179. 0432216

180. 0435982

181. 440503894

182. 0330073

183. 0419255

184. 0433384

185. 0388154

186. 0430542

187. 0125913

188. 0431131



189. 0377786

190. 442808100

191. 0421451

192. 0102773

193. 0434188

194. 0376891

195. 0419269

196. 0433886

197. 0403345

198. 0376449

199. 441881820

200. 0412973

201. 0403231

202. 0403231

203. 0403231

204. 0403231

205. 0388072

206. 0083689

207. not with me at the time.

208. 515-02-4075

209. 0418744

210. 0394649

211. 982440

212. 0412676

213. 0047444

214. 0410542

215. 0435016

216. 0427650

217. 0109429

218. 0380042

219. 0138698

220. 0419844

221. 0431947

222. 0419341

223. 0402050

224. 0422350

225. 0417731



226. 0434676

227. 0404259

228. 0428378

229. 0428042

230. 0429716

231. 0417575

232. 0408945

233. 0432224

234. 0039117

235. 0412655

236. 5804

237. 0415959

238. 0435672

239. 0329597

240. 0044707

241. 0044707

242. 0044707

243. 0044707

244. 0044707

245. 0410248

246. 0434303

247. 0408048

248. 0255687

249. 0411501

250. 0417565

251. 0434137

252. 0423953

253. 0427699

254. 0401436

255. 0428979

256. 0373590

257. 364026546

258. 0428706

259. 0410292

260. 0349517

261. 0408157

262. 0409416

263. 0382831



264. 0419234

265. 0403079

266. 0397585

267. 0377565

268. 447647152

269. 0412714

270. 0428500

271. 0434976

272. 0416302

273. 0359532

274. 0376863

275. 0434144

276. 0408059

277. 0404211

278. 0410568

279. 0378985

280. 0379567

281. 0380904

282. 0426628

283. 0417415

284. 0393884

285. 0410265

286. 0419408

287. 0403786

288. 0433821

289. 0428409

290. 0403945

291. 0409363


